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Title word cross-reference

(0, 1) [628]. (0, 2) [962]. (0, 2, t) [637]. (0, α) [696, 844]. (1, −1) [518]. (1, 2) [1269]. (17, 9) [351]. (17q, 17, 2) [364]. (2) [1198]. (2, 2) [1179]. (2, 2*) [1431]. (2, 7) [1432]. (2, 8) [667, 1133]. (2, n) [904]. (2, p, p) [2430]. (2, q) [1432]. (2, qα) [1231]. (255, k) [657]. (25q, 25, 3) [364]. (28, 12, 11) [117]. (2n) [1270]. (2n) [1452]. (3, 4) [1788, 1872].
(3, 5, v) [578]. (3, 8) [667]. (3, p3) [635]. (3, t) [1550]. (31, 10, 3) [34]. (36, 16, 12) [117]. (4) [659]. (4, 4) [634, 741]. (4, 8) [1133]. (49, 9, 6) [142]. (5, 2) [1138]. (6, 3) [835]. (6, q) [642]. (64, 227, 12) [236]. (8, 2) [451]. (96, 20, 4)
[803]. (Ck ⊕ G, k, 1) [251]. (G, k, 1) [251]. (k) [1634]. (k, 3) [1963]. (k, n) [478, 1214, 2066]. (k, n)* [1982]. (k, p) [425]. (λ + m)Kv+u\λKv [1803]. (m, n) [151]. (m, n, 4, 2) [2260]. (m − 1)/pm [167]. (n, 3) [1644]. (n, 4) [1467]. (n, m) [2394]. (n, q) [636]. (n × m, 3, 2, 1) [2391]. (ν, 5, 5) [872]. (v, 6, λ) [901]. (p3, p, pα, pα−1) [139]. (p5, pα, pα) [605]. (q) [362]. (q + t, t) [637]. (q, 6, 1) [342]. (Q−(3,q)) [1643]. (q2 + q + 2, q + 2) [540]. (q2 + q + 8)/2 [1125]. (q2, 2) [1541]. (qm) [362]. (r, λ) = 1 [2034]. (t, k) [1160]. (t, L) [2420]. (t, m, s) [814, 1332]. (t, n) [892, 1153, 1360]. (t − 1) [1534]. (v, (2, 4), 1) [245]. (v, 3, 1) [581]. (v, 4, 2, 1) [1285]. (v, k, 1) [1835]. (v, k, 2) [2283]. (v, k, 3) [2273]. (v, k, 4) [1237]. (v, k, k − 1) [1892, 2346]. (v, k, λ) [109]. (v, K1,3(3) ∪ {w∗}) [1013]. (x(q + 1), x; 2, q) [1201]. (Z/4Z)3 × Z/5Z [522]. −1 [26]. −2 [751, 2113, 2120]. 0
$D$ [2146]. $p$ [54, 114, 124, 136, 525, 608, 625, 665, 680, 719, 817, 865, 1016, 1124, 1162, 1649, 1807, 1822, 2056, 2278, 2430, $p + 1$ [1016]. $p^2$ [1674, 1804, 2259]. $p^3$ [1804]. $P^4(F_q)P^4(F_q) [1107]$. $p^c$ [974]. $p^k$ [1406]. $p^n$ [949, 2374]. $p^{n+1}$ [1361]. $p^r$ [817]. $p = 1$ [863, 994]. $PG(2, 16)$ [1644]. $PG(2, p)$ [452]. $PG(2, q)$ [1002, 1539, 1751, 1967]. $PG(2, q^2)$ [1645]. $PG(2, q^3)$ [1636]. $PG(2n, q), n \geq 3$ [786]. $PG(2t + 1, q)$ [421]. $PG(3, 4)PG(3, 2)$ [74]. $PG(3, 5)$ [1125]. $PG(3, 7)$ [498]. $PG(3, q)$ [174, 320, 845, 1220]. $PG(3, q), q \equiv 2 \pmod{3}$ [1125]. $PG(4, 2)$ [472]. $PG(4, 4)$ [366]. $PG(9, 2)$ [717]. $PG(m, 2)$ [44]. $PG(n, 2)$ [472, 773, 1000, 1409]. $PG(n, 4)$ [1741]. $PG(n, p^2)$ [1534]. $PG(n, q)$ [528, 909, 1031, 1065, 1411]. $PG(n, q), n \geq 3$ [718]. $PG(n, q), n \geq 3$ [474]. $PG(n, q^2)$ [1525]. $PG(n, q^3)$ [692]. $PG^* (PG) [981]$. $PGL(2, 2^f)$, $f \geq 13$. $PGL(n + 1, q)$ [692]. $\psi$ [1000]. $PSL(2, 7)$ [1667]. $PSL(n + 1, q)$ [692]. $PSL_2(q)$ [879]. $PSU(3, q)$ [2345]. $q$ [98, 183, 342, 488, 505, 528, 594, 610, 642, 740, 756, 804, 845, 879, 977, 1057, 1058, 1163, 1220, 1221, 1231, 1268, 1411, 1472, 1598, 1643, 1714, 1752, 1815, 1823, 1916, 1974, 2190, 2250, 2342, 2370]. $Q(4, q)$ [1532]. $q + 1$ [985]. $q = 19$ [107]. $Q^+ (2n + 1, 3)$ [881]. $Q^+ (7, q)$ [778]. $Q^{-5,1}$ [410]. $Q^+ (q, q)$ [1191]. $q^2$ [985]. $q^4 - 2q^2 - 2q + 1 \leq d \leq q^4 - 2q^2 - q$ [797]. $q^m$ [505]. $q^* [98]$. $R$ [1061, 1330]. $R(1, 7)$ [275]. $R(1, 9)$ [192]. $R(4, 9)$ [192]. $R^a$ [628, 812]. $R_3$ [1783]. $R_3$ [1407]. $\rightarrow k [767]$. $RM(3, 7)$ [2183]. $S$ [291, 333, 468]. $s(u)$ [12]. $S_{1,1,1}(2)S_{1,1,1}(2)$ [1387]. $S_0$ [1143]. $SL(2, 5)$ [232, 980, 1067]. $SL(2, F_{2^m})$ [1628]. $SL(n + 1, q)$ [692]. $SL_2$ [2011]. $SQS(16)$ [1069]. $STS(31)$ [899]. $sv$ [15]. $T$ [97, 131, 199, 207, 420, 421, 491, 566, 702, 707, 711, 713, 811, 1193, 1627, 1668, 1731, 1732, 1734, 1811, 1916, 1937, 1982, 2095, 2111, 2158, 2241, 2261, 2392]. $\theta - (v, k, \lambda)$ [740]. $T_2(o)$ [683]. $\tau$ [1004, 1290, 2093, 2173]. $DW(2n - 1, 2)$ [2359]. $\theta$ [620]. $U(6)$ [55]. $u2^r [1017]$. $U_3$ [2237]. $U_n(q)$ [1869]. $v$
v = 4(k - \lambda) + 2 [1695]. 
\begin{align*}
v = r + c - 1 \quad [822]. \quad &v_k \quad [1980]. \quad v \equiv 0, 1 \\
&\text{(mod } 8) \quad [1133]. \quad w \quad [990]. \quad W(2n + 1, q) \quad [684].
\end{align*}
W_5(q) \quad [977]. \quad X \quad [1000, 1121]. \quad X^# \quad [1000].
\begin{align*}
x^{-1} + g(x) \quad [1315]. \quad x^6 + x + a \quad [652]. \quad x^n \text{ mod } N \\
\quad [303]. \quad x^{n-1} \in F_q[x] \quad [1875]. \quad x^\gamma g(x^\gamma) \quad [2266].
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
x^\gamma h(x^{n-1}) \quad [2302]. \quad y^{\gamma^2} \quad &- y = \gamma x^{\gamma^2 + 1} - \alpha \\
&[1599]. \quad Z \quad [994, 1075, 1238, 1501]. \quad Z/(2^{32} - 1) \\
&[1602]. \quad Z/2kZ \quad [789]. \quad Z_2 + uZ_2 \quad [954]. \quad Z_2 + uZ_2 + u^2Z_2 \quad [954]. \quad Z_2^5 \quad [959]. \quad Z_2^7 \\
&[794, 1523]. \quad Z_{2k} \quad [559]. \quad Z_2 \times Z_4 \quad [1348]. \quad Z_2Z_4 \\
&[1203, 1236, 1842, 2079]. \quad Z_4 \quad [343, 346, 375, 401, 622, 658, 869, 1348, 1486, 1559, 2206]. \quad \mathbb{Z}_2^n \\
&[439]. \quad Z_4 \times Z_4 \quad [664]. \quad Z_8 \quad [929]. \quad Z_8 \quad [929]. \quad Z_m \\
&[1108]. \quad Z_2 \times \cdots \times Z_2 \quad [181]. \quad Z_2 \times \cdots \times Z_2 \quad [1120]. \quad Z_2 \times \cdots \times Z_2 \quad [922]. \quad Z_2 \quad [1202].
\end{align*}

\* [1614]. \*-

- Additive [1666]. - adic
- [136, 525, 865, 1004, 1290, 1649]. - affine
- anonymous [1633, 1634]. - AONTs [2430].
- [98, 111, 488, 505, 594, 804, 817, 1016, 1057, 1058, 1268, 1598, 1705, 1714, 1752, 1807, 1815, 1823, 1974, 2278, 2370]. - associative [1000].
- block-intersection [1995]. - Blocking
- Clans [756]. - codes
- [41, 478, 658, 874, 1457, 2116, 2242, 2291]. - concurrence [2167]. - configurations [1130].
- coordinates [1121]. - Covering
- [713]. - Coverings [352]. - covers [1111].
- Cycle [36, 176, 1803, 1878]. - cyclic
- [291, 1333, 994, 2175]. - D [1623, 2391].
- Deletion-Correcting [317, 595, 1278, 1754].
- Derived [611]. - Design
- [394, 491, 566, 758, 1848]. - Designs
- dimension [75, 783]. - dimensional
- [1044, 1347, 1422, 1667, 1786, 2432]. - double
- [2202]. - error
- [912, 949, 1182, 1298, 1394, 1451, 1694].
- extensions [1776]. - factor [1440].
- Factors [403]. - FCSR [726]. - flag [19].
- flocks [683]. - fold [1232, 1377, 1732, 2420].
- frameproof [2338]. - free [1227].
- functions [1627, 2261, 2394]. - GDDs
- [1327, 1420]. - Generator
- [548, 1329, 1670, 1973]. - Geometries
- [696, 962, 981]. - Goethals [622]. - Groups
- [266, 377, 404, 1037, 1162, 2397].
- identifying [1330]. - input [501].
- intersecting [988, 2101]. - invariant
- [1422, 1539, 1667, 2412]. - Kernels [817].
- Kneser [1472]. - level [68, 1430]. - lifts
- [1783]. - Linear [401, 742, 922, 1203, 1236, 1559, 1842, 1868, 2079, 2206, 2253]. - linearly
- [2437]. - matrices [1193]. - MDS [835].
- method [2037]. - metric [2093, 2173].
- minihipters [1201]. - neighbour [1966].
- nest [980]. - Nets [586, 741, 814, 1332, 1960].
- optical [2391]. - output [501]. - Overlap
- [1681]. - ovoids [1111, 2229]. - Packings
- [352, 420, 1872]. - PBDs [1013]. - Perfect
- [36, 594, 901, 1019, 1450, 1598, 1878, 2079, 2175].
- periodic [949, 1017, 1182, 1451, 1694].
- polynomials [143, 1865]. - potent [2056].
- Power [143]. - projectable [899].
- quasigroups [1052]. - Rank
- [54, 114, 680, 899, 2353]. - Ranks
- [124, 665, 719, 1663, 2008]. - Rectangles
- [125]. - Regular [468]. - Reguli [844].
- relative [139]. - residue [1811].
- resolvability [1269]. - resolvable [86].
- rotation [1834]. - rotational [1373].
790, 796, 931, 970, 989, 1005, 1070, 1122, 1158, 1228, 1233, 1256, 1278, 1286, 1300, 1333, 1364, 1368, 1380, 1401, 1423, 1497, 1511, 1603, 1759, 1762, 1781, 1859, 1918, 1936, 1992, 1995, 2027, 2089, 2201, 2247, 2297, 2320, 2321, 2373, 2416. block-cipher-based [1070].

block-intersection [56, 1368].


Butson [969, 2335]. byte [283, 1083]. bytes [1083].

C [571, 1186]. Caen [745]. calculate [2263].

Calculation [836, 1017]. Calculus [436, 437].

Cameron [320, 1535, 1741, 2188, 2410].


capacity [2110]. Caps [196, 235, 289, 381, 513, 666, 773, 807, 861, 1030, 1125, 1247, 1687].


CCZ [1305, 1492, 1493, 2211].

CCZ-equivalence [1305, 1493]. CDMA [651, 1145]. cells [1885]. center [1347].


Certificateless [945, 1624]. Chain [107, 336, 367, 654, 783, 999, 1381, 1488, 1541, 1601, 2085]. Chan [1017]. change [57].

Changed [725]. channel [1224, 1573, 2057, 2080, 2289]. channels [913].

Character [234, 483, 543, 815, 825, 944, 1029, 1191, 1243, 1735, 1938, 2032, 2084, 2168].

character-theoretic [1938].


Correcting [88, 130, 317, 506, 524, 595, 619, 623, 800, 941, 952, 1073, 1082, 1184, 1278, 1320, 1620, 1659, 1712, 1746, 1754, 2129, 2181, 2355].

Correction [120, 164, 246, 555, 1090, 1726, 1888, 2220, 2388, 2403, 2425, 2442].

Correlation [130, 365, 374, 670, 726, 760, 1304, 1323, 1506, 1603, 1665, 1700, 1874, 1912, 2037, 2137, 2281, 2437].


Corresponding [241, 390, 916, 1588]. corruption [2312]. Coset [764, 1262, 1588, 1641]. cosets [2230].


counter-attacks [1062]. counter-example [98]. counterexample [1451].


Cover [694, 712, 1921, 2052, 2054, 2305]. Cover-Free [694, 712, 2052, 2054]. covered [1751].

Covering [3, 40, 57, 72, 80, 121, 129, 192, 224, 260, 302, 316, 349, 357, 360, 372, 383, 418, 496, 567, 603, 648, 709, 713, 727, 772, 806, 819, 915, 917, 943, 1026, 1061, 1064, 1123, 1209, 1226, 1307, 1380, 1385, 1562, 1664, 1712, 1740, 1746, 2044, 2168, 2183, 2225, 2315].

Coverings [352, 632, 991, 1577]. Covers [292, 353, 589, 746, 1111, 1147, 1444, 1604, 2371, 2419].

critical [2282]. Critique [1311]. Crooked [1032, 1115]. Cross [84, 268].

Cross-Correlations [84, 268]. crosscorrelation [1126]. crosstalk [1888].

CRT [1496]. cryptanalyses [1302].

Cryptanalysis [285, 445, 601, 1122, 1527, 1551, 1603, 1849, 1862, 1940, 2037, 2042, 2071, 2132, 2285, 2367, 2369, 2380].

Cryptanalytic [1496, 1999]. Cryptanalyzing [966].


cryptography [1429]. CRYPTOSYSTEM [119, 137, 144, 314, 497, 798, 1062, 1095, 1594, 1891, 2301, 2369].

Cryptosystems [193, 324, 340, 503, 521, 663, 704, 781, 1194, 1505, 1990, 2195, 2268].

Cryps [175]. cube [1786, 1820, 2139, 2248, 2380].

cube-attack-like [2380]. Cubes [644].

Cubic [65, 370, 710, 1138, 1332, 1440, 1834, 1879, 2083, 2278, 2360]. cubics [1641].


cycles [1235, 1274, 1287, 1368, 1681, 1721, 2110, 2341].

Lehmer
Leech [1465].
[102x527][550,912,1785,2379].
Lee learning Leakage-resilient [2159,2251,2423].
Lempel Lattice-based [698,793,1471].
layers 1855,2009,2132,2146,2182,2287,2404.
Lee Lattice-based [1622].
Leakage-resilient [2251,2423]. learning [1791]. Least [104,751,2113].
Lee [911,1161,1165,1471,1583,1769,2379].
Leech [1465]. left [1432,1813]. Legendre [550,912,1785].
Lehner [2131]. Lemma [698,793,1471]. Lempel [639,843,2442].
Lengths [306,523,656,829,1007,1402,1742].
Lenz [170,237,1567]. Lenz-Barlotti [237].
less [1284]. level [68,509,1430]. Levels [552,730].
Levenshtein [1229]. Lexicodes [804,1688,2317].
Lexicographic [230]. LFSRs [2372]. Li [2212]. Liao [1272].
Lie [1229]. Liebler [320,1535,1741,2188,2410]. lies [1468]. Life [170].
limited [1059,1712,1746].
limited-magnitude [1712,1746]. Lin [1328].
Line [19,75,320,714,786,886,985,1045,1215,1242,1408,1535,1640,1741,1818,2188,2393,2419].
line-oval [1215].
line-transitive [1045]. line/off [2395].
Linear-Algebraic [369]. linear/coset [1262].
Linearity [200,230,805,1168].
linearized [1014,1720]. Linearly [288,1887,2157,2437].
Lines [400,909,1167,1254,1376,1470,1751,1977].
Ling [1789]. link [2219]. Linked [2439].
links [2416]. List [689,1097,1204,1356,1684,1716,1725,2053].
list-decoding [2053]. LLL [1713,1845].
Local [160,448,465,698,793,1086,1598,1779,2382].
locality [2198]. Locally [459,2199]. lock [2311].
log [1166,1900]. Logarithm [158,324,436,553,584,615,1200,1518,1904,2404].
logarithmic [1229,1337,1869]. Logarithms [4,432,1905,2363].
Low-hit-zone [1700,2137,2156].
Low-Memory [857,1399]. low-power [1888].
Lower [59,335,349,353,501,556,668,941,968,991,1313,1769,1798,2044,2110,2426]. LP [2171].

Non-Abelian [704, 1543, 1813].
non-adjacent [1290]. non-amorphic [1477]. Non-Binary [130, 316, 385, 486].
Non-Cayley [754]. Non-Collinearity [451]. non-commutative [2301].
non-cyclic [1659]. non-degenerate [1107]. non-Desarguesian [2427].
Non-Deterministic [716]. Non-Existence [320, 722, 780, 1338, 1354, 1640, 1660, 1690, 2013, 2107, 2152, 2200, 2255, 2326, 2438].
non-interactive [222, 576, 663, 808, 1166, 1443, 1724, 1787, 2275, 2384].
nonlinearity [805]. non-malleable [2012]. Non-linear [152, 330, 396, 870, 891, 1019, 1036, 1080, 1092, 1447, 1782, 1792, 1827, 2025, 2161, 2306].
Nonfactorizable [1547]. Nonisomorphic [125]. Nonlinear [152, 330, 396, 870, 891, 1019, 1036, 1080, 1092, 1447, 1782, 1792, 1827, 2025, 2161, 2306].
Nonlinearity [501, 788, 890, 1306, 1509, 1616, 1843, 1850, 2056, 2405, 2408]. nonsingular [1254, 1546–1548].
Non-symmetric [61, 464]. Nontrusting [149]. nonuniform [1380]. nonweight [225]. nonzeros [1730].
normalized [1394]. Normalizers [695].
Note [10, 32, 55, 85, 218, 305, 504, 586, 646, 758, 1055, 1126, 1225, 1258, 1406, 1470, 1570, 1606, 1690, 2013, 2107, 2152, 2200, 2255, 2326, 2438].
Notes [843, 1192, 1250, 1633].
Nonexistence [32, 62, 64, 168, 297, 350, 485, 488, 797, 1132, 1391, 1587, 1704, 1814, 2067, 2170].
Obtained [149, 980, 1067, 1186]. Obtaining [1034]. occasion [1219]. octagon [1044].
Octonion [470]. Odd [13, 268, 357, 500, 528, 845, 977, 1047, 1125, 1135, 1220, 1231, 1310, 1355, 1359, 1363, 1433, 1507, 1541, 1551, 1643, 1657, 1703, 1733, 1755, 1776, 1777, 1797, 1809, 1818, 1993, 2110, 2208, 2390].
on-chip [1888]. On-line [1408, 2395].
on-line/off-line [2395]. O’Nan [1171]. One [616, 662, 783, 803, 891, 924, 930, 973, 1119, 1127, 1320, 1521, 1660, 1788, 1800, 1856, 2174, 2175, 2364]. one-and-half [1856].
one-coincidence [924]. one-error-correcting [1320].
one-factorizations [2364]. One-point [930, 973, 1800]. One-way [783, 1521].
one-weight [1660]. ones [2012]. only
...
Preparata-like [2079]. Prescribed [739, 868, 1118, 1502, 1587, 1797, 1996].
presemifields [983, 1080, 2358]. Presence [781, 1441].
PRESENT-like [1849]. preserved [739, 868, 918, 1118, 1502, 1587, 1797, 1996].
Probabilities [903, 1426, 1756, 1823].
Probability [363, 1058, 1297, 1302].
Problem [94, 158, 263, 436, 518, 584, 607, 632, 735, 798, 880, 1018, 1113, 1175, 1194, 1383, 1639, 1651, 1661, 1864, 1900, 1904, 1956, 2150, 2182, 2231, 2286, 2299, 2414].
Product [376, 666, 668, 724, 1295, 1399, 1528, 1544, 1599, 1617, 1625, 1901, 1992]. products [10, 1564, 1604, 1690].
Profile [249, 870, 2020, 2408]. profiles [1653].
programmable [2295]. programming [946, 955, 1003, 1780, 2413]. progress [1233, 1373, 1904]. progression [1156].
Proof [7, 393, 486, 520, 584, 720, 747, 751, 799, 1448, 1479, 1553, 2105, 2256].
Proofs [1597, 1898, 2310].
Property [218, 256, 700, 977, 990, 1268, 1623, 1626, 1874, 2028, 2074].
Protect [631].
Protocol [157, 433, 614, 649, 1034, 1753, 2395].
protocols [1142, 1521].
Provable [1122, 1624]. Proving [621, 1661].
Proving [1873].
Probabilities [903, 1426, 1756, 1823].
Probability [363, 1058, 1297, 1302].
Problem [94, 158, 263, 436, 518, 584, 607, 632, 735, 798, 880, 1018, 1113, 1175, 1194, 1383, 1639, 1651, 1661, 1864, 1900, 1904, 1956, 2150, 2182, 2231, 2286, 2299, 2414].
problem-based [1194].
Public-Key [144, 154, 222, 430, 607, 663, 762, 966, 1622, 1975, 1990, 2268].
Publicly [1724, 2340].
Putative [167, 1848].
Puzzle [175]. puzzles [1701].
1255, 1362, 1412, 1502, 1654, 1727, 1839, 1930, 2022, 2056, 2106, 2418. Quadrature [536].
Quadratic [300, 451, 845, 1504, 1532].
Quadratics
[106, 235, 842, 1533, 1549, 1608, 1640].
quadruphase [1506]. Quadruple
[81, 775, 838, 2114]. Qualified
[738, 1152, 1357]. Quantifying [1884].
Quantum [631, 1552, 1687, 1704, 1717, 1789, 1832, 1870, 1883, 1915, 2096, 2141, 2153, 2181, 2264, 2292, 2300, 2417, 2429]. quartic
[1879, 1963]. Quasi
[409]. Quasi-abelian [1774]. Quasi-affine
[947]. Quasi-Cyclic
[1283]. Quasi-Frobenius [448].
Quasi-Multiple [520]. quasi-orthogonal
[2444]. quasi-perfect [911, 1093, 1307].
Quasi-Symmetric
[20, 30, 39, 71, 116, 117, 142, 520, 604, 616, 617, 926, 934, 1137, 1286, 1404, 1882].
Quasi-Twisted [548, 1844, 2431]. Quasideterminant [310]. quasidivisible
[1965]. quasifields [1647]. Quasigroups
[36, 81, 825, 1052, 1445]. quasiprimitive
[1542, 2283]. quasiregular [8]. Quaternary
[88, 167, 723, 839, 1186, 1281, 1309, 1310, 1384, 1585, 1687, 1717, 1929, 2026, 2233]. Quaternion
[824, 2301]. Question [55, 406]. Quintic [717]. Quotient [830]. Quotients
[1437, 1524].
R. [1513]. Rabin [314, 359]. Rabin-type
[359]. Rabin-Williams [314]. Rackoff
[876]. Radii [72, 418, 507, 943, 1356]. Radius
[3, 40, 192, 224, 302, 316, 357, 603, 727, 772, 917, 1026, 1061, 1209, 1307, 1555, 1651, 2044, 2183]. Rado [1642, 1658, 1819, 2345].
rainbow [1273]. Random
[327, 545, 917, 1095, 1106, 1262, 1444, 1573, 1585, 1894, 1939, 2396]. Randomizers [160].
Randomness [264, 2203]. Rank
Rank-metric [1983, 2176]. Rankin [20].
Ranks [124, 594, 665, 719, 1663, 2008, 2026].
Rao [1830, 2277, 2330]. Rate
[146, 167, 225, 257, 510, 1308, 1595, 1609].
ratio [1692, 2382]. Rational
[263, 277, 458, 739, 874, 1217, 1398, 1570, 1897, 1959, 2102, 2240]. RC4
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